
Crafting Magic Items - KRPS  Open Table - 2022
Game masters should refer to Crafting Magic Items in the Dungeon Master's Guide (DMG), page 
128, for a basic understanding.
This system overrides that, where indicated.

Items that may be crafted

Only magic items from the DMG may be crafted.

Crafting costs

The cost to craft items is fixed by their Rarity:
Common 100gp
Uncommon 500gp
Rare 5,000gp
Very Rare 50,000gp
Legendary 500,000gp

Commission A Magic Item

Only common, uncommon and rare items may be commissioned.

Commission attempts are made during Downtime Reckoning to begin having someone else craft an 
item. Only one commission attempt may be made per session. If the commission check is successful
then first pay the mage 100gp extra to begin work (not part of the crafting cost of the item, this is an
extra payment).
The item may take several sessions to become available if the crafting cost cannot be paid all at 
once. The most that can be spent on the commission at each downtime reckoning is 500gp, and only
when at the table of the DM where the commission began. A payment may be made in the same 
session where the commission begins, which can result in the item being available for that session. 
Track the amount spent on the commission. When the full price has been paid the item is yours.

Rarity Commission
attempt DC

Common 14
Uncommon 16
Rare 18

PC Crafting of A Magic Item
During a Downtime Reckoning the PC and DM determine the requirements and total cost for 
crafting the item. When everything is in place the PC may work on the magic item during each 
Downtime Reckoning when in the same DM's realm (assume this represents up to 2 weeks of 
work). They may advance the crafting by up to 500gp. If the crafting requires allocating spell slots 
to the task then those spell slots are unavailable for each adventure session where crafting took 
place.

Record Keeping
The DM keeps a record of items in progress: The PC it is for. The Item. The target payment total. 
The progress on crafting payments. The limitations on spell slots when being crafted by a PC.


